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Abstract

Alpha/theta neurofeedback has been shown to be successful both in treating addictions and in enhancing artistry in music students. How

its effects are mediated are not yet clear. The present study aimed to test the hypothesis that alpha/theta neurofeedback works inter alia by

normalising extreme personality and raising feelings of well being. 12 participants with high scores for Withdrawal (as measured by the PSQ)

were given either alpha/theta neurofeedback or mock feedback and their personality and mood were assessed. Withdrawal scores on the

PSQ-80 were not found to change in either group but significant effects were found for the Profile Of Mood States (POMS), with real

feedback producing higher overall scores than mock feedback (P = 0.056). Real feedback caused participants to feel significantly more

energetic (P b 0.01) than did mock feedback. Sessions of real feedback made participants feel more composed (P b 0.01), agreeable (P b

0.01), elevated (P b 0.01) and confident (P b 0.05), whilst sessions of mock feedback made participants feel more tired (P b 0.05), yet

composed (P b 0.01). These findings suggest that, whilst 9 sessions of alpha/theta neurofeedback was insufficient to change personality,

improvements in mood may provide a partial explanation for the efficacy of alpha/theta neurofeedback.

D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction deep relaxation without falling asleep. It has been shown to
Neurofeedback is a means by which participants can learn

voluntary control of the EEG and has been applied to a range

of clinical conditions such as epilepsy, attention deficit

hyperactivity disorder and the locked-in syndrome [1,17,

19], and to optimise performance in healthy subjects [6].

Participants have electrodes attached to the head and EEG

activity is converted to sounds or pictures on a screen and fed

back to them. By reproducing internal sensations associated

with different feedback configurations, participants learn to

modulate their EEG activity. This is one of a series of

investigations seeking to validate neurofeedback [11].

Alpha/theta neurofeedback allows one to gain control

over low-frequency EEG activity and remain in a state of
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have clinical benefits in the treatment of alcoholism [15] and

crack cocaine abuse [2]. In healthy individuals, it has been

shown to improve artistry in music students [7], as well as

dance performance in a recent study of Ballroom and Latin

university dance champions [16].

How alpha/theta training exerts its effects remains

unclear. Peniston and Kulkosky’s participants who had

neurofeedback were tested with the Millon Clinical Multi-

axial Inventory [14] and showed personality changes

towards being more warm-hearted, intelligent, emotionally

stable, socially bold, relaxed and satisfied. Bodenhamer-

Davis and Callaway’s participants showed comparable

improvements on the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality

Inventory [4]. Although Egner and Gruzelier did not employ

measures of personality in their study, participants who had

alpha/theta neurofeedback reported feeling better in them-

selves after training [6].
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It is possible that personality change is one mediating

factor in the effectiveness of alpha/theta training. Research

into personality change with alpha/theta neurofeedback has

always involved clinical populations with highly deviant

personality traits.

It is possible that alpha/theta training may also exert its

effects through enhancing well-being, with the consequence

that addicts lose their drug habit; mood may be a mediating

factor in its success. At the same time, the results of Egner

and Gruzelier [7,10] indicate that the improvements in

artistry in music performance could not simply be attributed

to anxiety reduction, though some long-term EEG changes

were in keeping with reduced anxiety [8]. Furthermore,

Egner et al. [9] compared real with mock, or noncontingent,

alpha/theta neurofeedback (in which one is played the

sounds from someone else’s session, believing them to be

one’s own) and found no significant difference in levels of

activation between the two groups, with both groups

becoming less activated as assessed by the Thayer activation

and deactivation scales [18]. Activation/anxiety is, however,

only one measure of mood.

The present study aimed firstly to look for personality

change in withdrawal in the normal population, in order to

see how alpha/theta training might benefit personality in

healthy individuals. The personality scale chosen was the

Withdrawal scale of the Personality Syndrome Question-

naire (PSQ-80; [12]). This measures three subscales of

avoidant behaviour, associated with withdrawn schizotypy:

Social Withdrawal, Affective Withdrawal and Social

Anxiety. It was hypothesised that alpha/theta neurofeed-

back would make highly withdrawn participants less

withdrawn via relaxation and positive imagery.

The present study aimed secondly to test the effects of

real versus mock neurofeedback on a more comprehensive

mood measure: the Profile Of Mood States (POMS; [13]).

This has subscales of composed–anxious, agreeable–hostile,

elevated–depressed, confident–unsure, energetic–tired and

clearheaded–confused.
2. Method

2.1. Participants

Participants were 12 second-year medical students who

scored in the top 30% on theWithdrawal scale of the PSQ-80.

Theywere invited to take part in a study examining the effects

of neurofeedback on personality without being told what

aspect of personality was being looked at. Participants were

randomly allocated into Real and Mock neurofeedback

groups.

2.2. Procedure

Neurofeedback was carried out using the Brainmaster

(Ohio, USA) with the active electrode placed at Pz
(following [7,8]) and referenced to the ear. Skin was

prepared with NuPrep and electrodes attached with Ten20

conductive paste. Impedances were checked by visual

inspection of the raw signal. Participants were seated in a

comfortable chair and asked to complete the POMS. Before

the first session, the underlying principles of neurofeedback

were explained to the participants who were instructed to

close their eyes and relax as deeply as possible, without

falling asleep. All feedback was carried out with eyes closed.

A 2-min, eyes-closed, feedback-free run was carried out to

assess the individual’s dominant alpha frequency (IAF), as

recommended by Doppelmayr, Klimesch, Pachinger and

Ripper [5]. The mean modal alpha frequency was extracted

from this initial run and an alpha band was calculated as 1.5

Hz on either side of this value. Theta was defined as a 3-Hz

band whose median frequency lay 4 Hz below the IAF. For

example, if a participant had an IAF of 10 Hz, alpha was

defined as 8.5–11.5 Hz and theta as 4.5–7.7 Hz.

Feedback began after this initial assessment and took the

form of sounds presented to participants via the computer’s

speakers. When participants’ alpha was higher than theta, a

bbabbling brookQ sound was heard, and when theta was

higher than alpha, this changed to bcrashing wavesQ. Each
band also had an amplitude threshold, and supra-threshold

bursts of alpha or theta were rewarded by a high- or low-

pitched gong sound, respectively. These thresholds were set

manually by the experimenter and updated such that alpha

and theta amplitudes were over these thresholds approx-

imately 60% of the time. Before each session of neurofeed-

back, participants were told that the goal state was to have

theta higher than alpha and so to hear the bcrashing wavesQ
sound and more of the low gong than the high. Participants

were told that, when they could hear the waves, they should

visualise themselves being the sort of person they most

wanted to be and solving problems in the best way possible.

This instruction was based on the idea that guided imagery

in a state of deep relaxation might help mediate change (e.g.,

[3]). The participants’ goal was to elevate theta over alpha

but they were not told to btryQ to do anything as effort tends

to detract from the experience of alpha/theta neurofeedback.

Participants were told that all the sounds were good but that

they could expect to hear more of the theta sound over time

as they became more relaxed.

Each session lasted for 20 min, with EEG data being

gathered in twenty 1-min brunsQ. The feedback sounds

would then be faded out and the participant brought gently

to full wakefulness. Participants were constantly monitored

by the experimenter for excessive delta activity or sleep-like

behaviour, whereupon they would be tapped gently on the

knee until they acknowledged that they were awake. The

only difference between the feedback groups was that the

Real group heard sounds relating to their own brain activity,

but the Mock group heard a variable bdemonstrationQ
session, contained within the feedback software, that

involved the same basic sounds but bore no relation to

brain activity. Participants were given the PSQ-80 before
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and after training and the POMS before and after each

session. Participants were given two sessions of neurofeed-

back per week for 5 weeks.

After all the sessions were complete, participants were

asked to rate how well they felt they had been able to

control their EEG on a scale of 1–5, with 1 representing bnot
at allQ and 5 bextremely wellQ. This was to make sure that

participants in the Mock group could not tell that they were

receiving mock feedback.
3. Results

3.1. Between-group comparisons

There was no significant difference between the groups

at pre-testing for age [Real mean = 24.3 (7.94) years, Mock

mean = 19.83 (1.16) years], PSQ Withdrawal score [Real

mean = 9.17 (2.32), Mock mean = 10.34 (2.07)] or total

POMS score [Real mean = 40.86 (24.92), Mock mean =

38.32 (32.46)].

3.2. Perceived control of EEG

The mean perceived control score was 3.00 (0.89) for the

Real group and 2.83 (0.98) for the Mock group. A Mann–

Whitney U test showed no significant difference between

these scores (z = 0.341, P = 0.73). Participants in both

groups felt equally able to control their EEG, suggesting that

the Mock feedback was not recognised as such.

3.3. Personality

Mean pre-training scores on the PSQ-80 were 9.17 (2.32)

for the Real group and 10.34 (2.07) for the Mock group.

Mean post-training scores were 9.67 (3.67) for the Real

group and 8.00 (4.54) for the Mock group. A 2 � 2 (time �
group) ANOVA found no main effect of time (F = 0.926,

P = 0.358) and no interaction (F = 2.213, P = 0.168).
Fig. 1. Mean (Fstandard error of the mean) scores on POMS subscales pre- and po

composed, agreeable, elevated, etc.
3.4. Mood

Mean pre-session POMS scores were 40.86 (24.92) for

the Real group and 38.32 (32.45) for the Mock group. Mean

post-session POMS scores were 50.87 (20.26) for the Real

group and 40.40 (25.06) for the Mock group. There was an

approximately 10-point increase for the Real group and a 2-

point increase for the Mock group.

A 2 � 2 (time � group) ANOVA found a significant

main effect of time (F = 7.352, P b 0.01), indicating that

sessions both of real and mock feedback improved

participants’ moods, and a borderline significant inter-

action effect between Group and Time (F = 3.748, P =

0.056). A paired-samples t test on the Real group’s

scores yielded a significant difference (t = 3.841, P b

0.01), indicating that sessions of real feedback improved

mood significantly. There was no change in the Mock

group (t = 0.478).

In the light of this difference between the groups, the

subscales of the POMS were examined (see Fig. 1). 2 � 2

(time � group) ANOVAs were carried out on the subscales.

Interaction terms and significances are shown in Table 1.

These indicate that the Real group felt significantly more

energetic and showed a trend towards feeling more

confident than the Mock group. The Mock group in turn

showed a tendency to become more composed than the Real

group, but it should be noted that both groups’ composure

significantly improved (see Figs. 1 and 2). Paired-sample t

tests showed the Real group to have improved significantly

on subscales composed_anxious, agreeable_hostile, ele-

vated_depressed, confident_unsure and energised_tired.

The Mock group by contrast improved only on the

composed_anxious subscale and showed a significant move

towards tiredness on the energised_tired scale.

It is unlikely that the lack of mood change in the Mock

group was due to frustration caused by lack of perceived

control over the feedback sounds. Upon debriefing, none of

the participants in the Mock group had any idea that their

feedback had not been genuine.
st-training for the Real group. A more positive score indicates feeling more



Table 1

Group � time interaction terms and paired-sample t test scores from POMS subscales

Subscale F value Real t score Mock t score

Composed–anxious �3.35 (0.063) 5.624 (b0.01)** 7.32 (b0.01)**

Agreeable–hostile 2.01 (0.159) 3.735 (b0.01)** 2.000 (0.051)

Elevated–depressed 2.12 (0.149) 3.266 (b0.01)** 0.910 (0.367)

Confident–unsure 3.39 (0.069) 2.239 (0.029)* �0.845 (0.402)

Energetic–tired 13.37 (b0.01)** 2.918 (b0.01)** �2.403 (0.020)*

Clearheaded–confused 2.36 (0.114) 0.872 (0.387) �1.295 (0.201)

Total POMS score 3.748 (0.056) 3.841 (b0.01)** 0.478 (0.635)

Significance values are shown in parentheses.

* P b 0.05.

** P b 0.01.
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3.5. Neurofeedback learning

The mean theta/alpha (t/a) ratios for all the Real

participants were calculated for each of the twenty 1-min

time periods in all the sessions. These data were then

pooled together across sessions and participants and the

mean t/a ratio for each time period was calculated (see Fig.

3). A Spearman’s rank correlation showed that theta/alpha

ratios rose significantly with time within sessions (Spear-

man’s rho = 0.944, P b 0.01).

The mean t/a ratio for each session was calculated for the

Real group. A Spearman’s rank correlation showed that

mean theta/alpha ratios did not change significantly across

sessions (Spearman’s rho = �0.188, P = 0.603).
4. Discussion

4.1. Personality

Neither real nor mock feedback influenced the With-

drawal scale of the PSQ-80. This was not in line with the

findings of Peniston and Kulkosky [15] or Bodenhamer-

Davis and Callaway [2]. There are two possible reasons for

this discrepancy, one methodological and one theoretical.

The first, methodological, reason is the small number of
Fig. 2. Mean (Fstandard error of the mean) scores on POMS subscales pre- and po

composed, agreeable, elevated, etc.
sessions used in the present study: an average of nine per

participant rather than the twenty used in previous studies. It

may be that personality is simply too robust to change over

the course of nine sessions within 5 weeks whilst students

were engaged in coursework. It may also be the case that

personality change was facilitated in the aforementioned

studies by the inclusion of other therapeutic interventions

such as counselling, which were absent in the present study.

The theoretical reason for the discrepancy is that both

Peniston and Kulkosky’s [15] and Bodenhamer-Davis and

Callaway’s results were obtained with drug-addicted

populations, who had both highly deviant personalities

and great motivation to reform, having volunteered

themselves for rehabilitation. By contrast, the present

study used healthy students who, whilst in the top 30%

of their year group for Withdrawal as measured by the

PSQ-80, could not be said to be highly deviant.

4.2. Mood

Sessions of real feedback produced, on average, greater

improvements in mood than did sessions of mock feedback.

These changes were most notable in the subscale

benergised–tiredQ with participants having real feedback

feeling much more energised after feedback than those

having mock feedback. They also rated their mood as more
st-training for the Mock group. A more positive score indicates feeling more



Fig. 3. Mean (Fstandard error of the mean) theta/alpha ratios of the Real group for 1-min periods averaged across sessions. The theta/alpha ratio rose

progressively within sessions (Spearman’s rho = 0.944, P b 0.01).
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elevated. Furthermore, participants in the Real group

reported feeling more composed, agreeable and confident.

By contrast, the mock group reported feeling more

composed but less energised, with no significant changes

on the other subscales. This provides strong evidence to

suggest that alpha/theta neurofeedback is a mood-enhanc-

ing and energising experience, and that this is not

attributable to relaxation or the pleasant sounds alone, as

these were heard in the Mock condition, after which

participants reported feeling more deactivated.

Relevant to our personality hypothesis was the trend for

real feedback to produce greater feelings of confidence

than mock feedback, and for real feedback to increase

feeling agreeable. Inasmuch as confidence and sociability

can be seen as the opposite of withdrawal, an increase in

feeling confident and agreeable can be seen as participants’

moving towards the goal state of becoming less withdrawn.

This lends support to the idea that neurofeedback is

moving people towards a change in personality but that

personality is simply too robust to change quickly within 5

weeks.

Both groups became more composed, but the Mock group

became more composed than the Real group. This trend

could be put down to a generic relaxation effect and is

wholly consistent with the evidence of Egner and Gruzelier

[7,10] where the enhancement in music performance specific

to alpha/theta training could not be attributed to a reduction

in performance anxiety because anxiety reduction was

common to the range of interventions applied, including

mental skills training, aerobics and the Alexander Technique,

as well as beta and bsensory motor rhythmQ training.

4.3. Neurofeedback learning

There was a strong tendency for theta/alpha (t/a) ratios to

rise within sessions in the Real group, in confirmation of

Egner et al. [8,9]. This represents participants’ entering a

state of deep relaxation. These within-session changes do
not represent falling asleep. Participants were monitored

both behaviourally and with the EEG to ensure that they did

not fall asleep and none of them reported having done so

after any of the training sessions. There was no significant

change in t/a ratios across sessions, as was also found by

Egner and Gruzelier [8].

In conclusion, alpha/theta neurofeedback training over 5

weeks was not shown to alter personality in healthy

participants. There were, however, differences in the POMS

profile between real and mock feedback such that real

feedback produced feelings of energy and confidence that

mock feedback did not. Real feedback also produced a

generally more positive mood than did mock feedback. This

suggests that performance improvements such as those

shown by Egner and Gruzelier [7,10] could be due in part to

enhancements of energy and confidence caused by neuro-

feedback training, though these are unlikely to provide a

sufficient explanation for the professionally significant

enhancements they found in artistry in music performance

[10].
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